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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with Artin approximation and related results for 
normed rings. In Section 2 we prove a normed version of Tougeron’s 
Lemma [To] and in Section 3 we prove a normed version of Elkik’s 
theorems [El, Theorems 2 and 2bis). Then, in Section 4, we prove an Artin 
Approximation Theorem for normed rings having dimension at most 2. 
This has analytic applications (Example 4.7) and applications for 
arithmetic surfaces (Example 4.5(c)). It also applies to henselizations of 
curves and surfaces at closed subvarieties; in this latter case the proof can 
be simplified, and we treat that case separately in Section 1. Section 4 also 
proves approximation for closed complex polydiscs in arbitrary dimensions 
in the isolated singularity case. In addition, it shows that the ring of 
algebraic holomorphic functions on such a polydisc is factorial, and indeed 
all finitely generated projective modules are free. 
1. GLOBAL I-ADIC APPROXIMATION 
In this section we discuss the approximation problem for normed rings 
in the special case where the norm is I-adic, for some ideal I. Equivalently, 
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we consider approximation for hensel pairs, which correspond geometri- 
cally to henselizations at subvarieties. This special case illustrates some of 
the ideas that occur in the more general normed setting, but in a context 
in which many things are simpler. The result we prove (Theorem 1.1) 
shows, for example, that given equations over Z[r], solutions in Z[ [ t]] 
may be t-adically approximated by solutions in the ring of algebraic power 
series over Z. 
We begin by fixing terminology for this section, and for the paper as a 
whole, and by giving some background for the approximation problem 
that we study. 
By a normed ring we will mean a ring A together with a “norm” 
// .Il: A + R satisfying I/all 20, with llall =0 if and only if a= 0; 111 /I = I; 
Ija+ 611 < liall + llbll; llahll < Ilall llbll. Such a norm induces a metric on A, 
and with respect to this metric, the addition and multiplication maps 
A x A + A are continuous. (Here, and below, the norm on A” = A x . x A 
is given by ll(a,, . . . . a,)11 =maxila,J.) 
As an example, let I be an ideal of A, and let /I .I1 be the I-adic norm, 
given by Ilull = cV whenever FEZ’, a$ZV’ ‘. (Here c is a fixed constant, 
0 < c < 1.) In later sections we will consider other norms as well. 
Given an extension A c 2 of normed rings (i.e., an extension such that 
the norm on A is the one induced by restriction from A), we will say that 
A c A has the approximation property if the following condition holds: 
Let f,, . . . . f,, E A[ Y,, . . . . Y,,], and let y,, . . . . y, E A be such that f‘(j) = 0. 
Then for every E > 0 there exist J’, , . . . . )‘n E A such that 11 y, - yi/l < c for all 
,j and f(y) = 0. 
In [Lal, Theorem 111, Lang showed that if L is the completion of a field 
K with respect to a valuation, then the extension KC L has the approxima- 
tion property provided that K is algebraically closed in L and L is 
separable over K. A key ingredient was Newton’s method, which yields an 
exact solution from an approximate one. Then in [La2, p. 3721, Lang 
essentially conjectured that the extension A c C[ [X,, . . . . X,]] (where A is 
the ring of convergent power series in X,, . . . . X,) has the approximation 
property. This was proven by Artin [Ar4], using a form of Newton’s 
method for convergent power series which relied on the Implicit Function 
Theorem. 
A more algebraic version of these results is based on the notion of 
“henselization.” Let A c 2 be an extension of domains, with A normal. 
A sub-A-algebra of A will be called an Ptale neighborhood of A in A (or of 
Spec A in Spec A) if it is etale over A. The union of all such neighborhoods 
will be called the henselization of A at A. Of course this henselization A” is 
contained in the algebraic closure of A in A. 
For example, let I be an ideal of A and let 2 be the I-adic completion 
of A. Then since the extension A c ,? satisfies the usual Hensel’s Lemma, it 
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follows that Spec A is the henselization of Spec A at the subscheme defined 
by Z, i.e., A” is the direct limit of the extensions A c B, where Spec B is an 
etale neighborhood of Spec(A/Z) in Spec A (in the classical sense). In this 
case, (2, Z2) is a Hensel pair (cf. [El]). In particular, if I is a maximal 
ideal, then A” is the ordinary henselization of A at the ideal I. 
Note that if A is a normal domain and A” is the henselization of A at 2, 
then the extension A” c A satisfies a form of Hensel’s Lemma. Namely, 
if fi , . . . . f,, E A”[ Y, , . . . . Y,,] and y, , . . . . y,, E A satisfy f(y) = 0, and if the 
Jacobian (aflay) y= )’ is invertible over 2, then the solution y to f= 0 
actually lies in A’. -This is because the system f, y defines an Ctale 
neighborhood of A in A after the inverse Jacobian is adjoined [MI, 
Theorem 3.201; but any such neighborhood is already contained in A’. 
For the remainder of this section we restrict attention to the I-adic case. 
Thus suppose that Z is an ideal of A, that A is the I-adic completion of A, 
and that 2 is the henselization of A at 2. We can then ask: Does A’c A 
have the approximation property, I-adically? 
Artin showed [Arl, Corollary 1.81 that if the answer to this question is 
yes, then ,? c A also satisfies an algebraization theorem, allowing the 
descent of certain algebraic structures over A to ones over 2. Moreover, by 
using Neron’s p-desingularization, Weierstrass preparation, and a clever 
induction, Artin proved his Approximation Theorem [Arl, Theorem 1.101: 
viz., that the answer is yes whenever R is a field or excellent discrete 
valuation ring, S is an R-algebra of finite type, A is the’ localization (or 
henselization) of S at a prime ideal p, and I= pA. (Previously, Greenberg 
[Gre] had shown that the answer is yes when A is an excellent discrete 
valuation ring, and his proof relied on a henselian version of Newton’s 
method. Artin’s proof used a generalization of that henselian version, viz., 
Tougeron’s Lemma [To; Arl, Lemma 5.111.) In the case of certain other 
local rings A with maximal ideal Z, the answer was later shown to be 
yes+.g., two-dimensional henselian local Nagata rings [PO 11. Artin 
conjectured [Ar2] that the answer is yes for any excellent henselian local 
ring A with maximal ideal I. This conjecture has been proven by C. 
Rotthaus [Ro, Theorem 4.21 in the case where A contains Q. 
In [Arl, end of Sect. 11, Artin asked a global question, viz., whether the 
answer is also yes if A is a ring of finite type over a field or excellent 
discrete valuation ring, and Z is any ideal of A. Elkik obtained a result in 
this direction [El, Theorem 2 bis], but needed an additional hypothesis on 
the singular locus of the system of equations. Still, this was enough to be 
able to obtain various algebraization results. 
More recently, a desingularization theorem for two-dimensional rings 
was proven [AD, Theorem 4.11, and this allows the elimination of Elkik’s 
extra hypothesis, provided that the ring is two-dimensional. Thus we 
obtain the following approximation result: 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let A he an excellent normal domain of dimension at most 
two, and I an ideal of A. Let 2 be the I-adic completion of A, and A” the 
henselization of A at A. Then A’ c A has the approximation property, with 
respect to the I-adic metric. 
Proof Observe that it suffices to show that approximation holds for 
systems of polynomials f, , . . . . f,,, E A[ Y, , . . . . Y,]. Namely, suppose that this 
is shown, and that a general system f,, . . . . f, E A”[ Y,, . . . . Y,] is given along 
with yi, . . . . yn E 2 satisfying f(y) = 0. Write J.(Y) = C u;,~ Y”, where each 
u,,, E A’ satisfies some non-zero polynomial g,,,( U,,.) E A[ U,,]. Since g,,, 
has only finitely many roots, any root sufficiently close to u,,, must be 
equal to ui,%. Let F,= I: Ui,a Y”, and approximate the solution yi, ui,% of 
the system F,(U, Y) =O, g,,,(U) = 0 by a solution yp, ~y,oa. If the uflZ 
approximate the u~,~ sufficiently well, then upa = u,,,, and so the yp are as 
desired. So we may indeed restrict attention ‘to the case of polynomials fi 
over A. 
Suppose f,, . . . . f, E A[ Y,, . . . . Y,,] and y,, . . . . y, E 1 satisfy f(y) = 0. Let 
B=A[Y]/(f), B=B@,A”, and B=B@,A. The map s:B+A taking 
YH y induces a section E of Spec B -+ Spec A. Now the ring A is 
Noetherian [Bo, III, 3.4, Proposition 81, of dimension < 2 [Ma, 24D], 
and flat over A [Bo, III, 3.4, Theorem 31. Since A is excellent and normal, 
d is also normal [Grl, IV, 7.8.3(v)]. Thus A c A is a flat extension of 
Krull domains, and so the contraction to A of every height 1 prime of ?i 
has height < 1 [Bo, VII, 1.10, Proposition 151. So [AD, Theorem 4.1) 
applies, yielding a finitely generated B-algebra C = B[Z]/( g) = A [ Y, Z]/ 
(f, g) and a map 0: C + A compatible with s, such that C is smooth over 
A at a-‘(p) for every height 1 prime p of A. So replacing B by C and 
enlarging the system of polynomial equations, we may assume that B is 
smooth over A at s-‘(p), for every height 1 prime p of 2. 
Let V be the locus in Spec B where Spec B + Spec A is smooth, and V 
its inverse image in Spec B. Since every maximal ideal of ?i (and hence 
every height 2 prime) contains ZA, by the smoothness at height 1 primes it 
follows that the image of E away from ZA lies in l? So by [El, Theorem 2 
bis], for any j there is a section of Spec B + Spec A” congruent to E modulo 
I’. This section corresponds to a map B -+ 2, and the images of Y,, . . . . Y, 
are elements yp E A’ satisfying f( y”) = 0, yp = yj(mod I’). [ 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let D be a field or an excellent Dedekind domain, and 
let D[[t]lh be the henselization of D[t] at D[[t]]. Then D[[t]]“c 
D[ [t]] satisfies the approximation property t-adically. 
Thus, in particular, every algebraic power series in D[ [ t] ] lies in an 
etale neighborhood of Spec(D[t]/(t)) c Spec D[t], and thus D[[t]lh is 
the algebraic closure of D[ t] in D[ [ t]]. 
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let D be an excellent Dedekind domain, I a prime of D, 
A = D[t], A the IA-adic completion of A, and A” the henselization of A at 
A. Then 2 c A satisfies the approximation property I-adically. 
EXAMPLES 1.4. (a) Z[ [t]lh c Z[ [t]] satisfies the approximation 
property t-adically, by Corollary 1.2. Similarly for Z,,,[ [t]lh c Z,,,[ [t]], 
where p is a prime number and Zcpj is the localization at (p). Note that 
this latter example does not follow from either Artin’s or Popescu’s 
theorems cited above, since Z,,,[ [t]lh, while local, is not henselian. 
(b) Let A= Z or Z[t], and consider the p-adic completion A and 
corresponding henselization A”, where p is a prime number. Then A” c A 
satisfies approximation p-adically by Corollary 1.3. (Note that with 
A = Z[ t], this implies the main result of [ vdD1 ] on the disc over zp, 
where 8 = A and where 0 contains A” by [La3, Chap. 16, Sect. 11.) Of 
course for A = Z this follows also from [Arl]. 
(c) In analogy with (b) above, let D = k[x] for some field k and let 
A be the x-adic completion of A = D[t] and 2 the corresponding 
henselization. Then again Corollary 1.3 implies that approximation holds, 
x-adically. Alternatively, since 2 = k[t][[x]]” (in the notation of 1.2) 
and since A= k[t][ [xl], it follows from Corollary 1.2 (applied to the 
Dedekind domain k[t]) that x-adic approximation holds. 
(d) Let A be a two-dimensional excellent ring, let m be a maximal 
ideal of A, and let A, 2 be the completion and henselization at m. Then 
Theorem 1.1 shows that A” c A satisfies approximation, m-adically. (As 
mentioned above: this has been shown by Popescu [Poll.) 
Remark. In [POT], Popescu made some very strong assertions 
concerning approximation and desingularization. Indeed, they include 
the main result of [Ro] as a special case, and are known to imply the 
Bass-Quillen conjecture. Unfortunately, the proofs in [Po2] are difficult to 
understand, and as a result there is at present no consensus about their 
status. We note, however, that from [Po2, Theorem 1.31 one may deduce 
the statement of our Theorem 1.1 above, even without any restriction on 
the dimension on A. Moreover, from [Po2] one can also deduce 
strengthenings of results in Section 4 below; cf. remark (c) after 
Theorem 4.4. 
If a ring extension has the approximation property, then various proper- 
ties of the larger ring are inherited by a smaller ring. Thus, for instance, the 
various henselizations above are normal and Noetherian, by 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Suppose A c A has the approximation property, and 2 
is normal (resp. Noetherian). Then so is A. 
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ProoJ: If A is normal, and if a, h E A are such that c = a/b satisfies a 
manic polynomial f(x) E A[x], then CE A by the normality of A. By 
approximation, there is a solution in A to the equation bX-a= 0; thus 
CEA. 
Next, say A is Noetherian, and say I, c I, c . . . is a chain of ideals of A. 
Then for some n, I,, A = I,, + , J=... . Say m>n and aEI,,,. Then aEI,,A, so 
a = cj i,t!i,, where each ire I,, and aj~ 2. By approximation, there exist 
elements a,~ A such that a = Ci i,a,. Thus a E 1,. This shows that I,,, = I,, 
showing that A is Noetherian. 1 
In addition, approximation can be used to show that in the above 
examples, the henselization is factorial whenever the completion is. (Cf. 
Theorem 2.7 of [KP]; there the rings are assumed local, but this is not 
really needed there.) But in fact, much less than the full strength of 
approximation is needed, and as a result it is possible to obtain results in 
dimensions greater than 2. Namely, if A is a Zariski ring (i.e., a Noetherian 
ring together with an I-adic norm, for some ideal Zc A which is contained 
in the Jacobson radical of A) with I-adic completion 6, then 
(i) if every finitely generated projective module over A is free, the 
same is true over A [Bo, III 3.5 Corollary 2 to Proposition 91; 
(ii) if A is factorial, so is A [Bo, VII 3.6 Proposition 41. 
(Actually, the Noetherian hypothesis can be replaced by the assumption 
that A is faithfully flat over A-compare 4.124.14 below). Thus in par- 
ticular, if D is a principal ideal domain, then D[ [r,, . . . . t,,]lh is factorial 
and moreover every finitely generated projective D[ [ t,, . . . . t,]lh-module is 
free, since the same is true for D[ [ t, , . . . . t,]] (by [Bo, VII, Sect. 4, Exercise 
91) and since the henselization of a Noetherian domain is Noetherian. See 
Section 4 below for analogous results when the norm is not necessarily 
I-adic; it is clear from the proof there that what is needed is approximation 
for certain systems of equations. 
Finally, we mention that it is unknown to us whether the results on 
strong approximation (see, e.g., [BD]) can generalize to the global case. 
2. A NORMED VERSION OF TOUGERON'S LEMMA 
For the remainder of this paper we consider general normed rings, where 
the norm need not arise from an ideal. In this section we prove an analog 
of Tougeron’s Lemma [To; Arl, Lemma 5.111, which in its original form 
was used in the proofs both of Artin Approximation [Arl, Theorem 1.101 
and of Elkik’s results [El, Theorems 2 and 2 bis]. As in Tougeron’s 
version, we need not assume that the rings are Noetherian or that the 
extensions are flat. 
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Tougeron’s original result [To] relied on Hensel’s Lemma. Thus we 
begin this section with a normed version of Hensel’s Lemma-namely a 
type of Implicit Function Theorem. We then use this to prove a normed 
version of Tougeron’s Lemma (Theorem 2.3). 
THEOREM 2.1 (Implicit Function Theorem). Let m, n, k be positioe 
integers, and let M, E > 0. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that for every com- 
plete normed ring A, the following holds: 
Let fi, . . . . .L E ax,, . . . . x,, Y,, . . . . Y,,] be polynomials of degree at most 
k, and suppose that their coefficients have norm at most M. Assume also that 
f(0, 0) = 0 and that the Jacobian (af/i7Y)IC,,0j is the n x n identity matrix. 
Then for any x E A” with I/x(1 < 6, there exists y E A” satisfying f(x, y) = 0 
and llvll < E. 
Proof. Observe that there is a choice of positive real numbers 6, q with 
6 6 9 such that for all A and f as above, if ki(X, Y) = Y, -f;(X, Y), then 
(a) If x E 2”’ and y, j E 2” all have norm less than q, then 
IV+, Y)--k(x, Y)II d $Y- llll; 
(b) If x E A” satisfies llxll < 6, then Ilk(x, O)lj <n/2. 
We may choose q above to be less than or equal to the given E. 
So say 2, f are as above, and suppose llxli < 6 and Ilyll, lljll < r]. 
As above let k,(X, Y)= Y,-f,(X, Y). Then Ijk(x, O)ll <q/2 and 
Ilk(x, y) - k(x, j)ll 6 iliy- jll. Since A is a complete metric space, the 
contraction mapping fixed point theorem applies (see, e.g., [LS]). So for 
every XE 2” with llxll < 6, there is a unique y E A” with I( y/l <q such 
that k(x, y) = y, and moreover x++ y is continuous. This y satisfies 
RX? Y)=O. I 
Actually the above proof shows more-viz., that if the given E > 0 is 
sufficiently small (i.e., small enough to serve as a choice of ‘1) then the y is 
unique, and the assignment x H y is continuous. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Given positive integers n, k and positive real numbers 
M, E, there is a 6 > 0 such that for every complete normed ring 2, every 
choice of polynomials f, , . . . . f,,eA[ Y,, . . . . Y,] of degree at most k with 
coefficients of norm at most M, and every choice of YOGA” satisfying 
/If (y”)ll < 6, II yell 6 M and (af/a Y)l y= ye = identity, there exists y  E A" such 
thatf(y)=O, Ily- yell <E, and (@/aY)l ,,=-,, is invertible. 
Proof: There is an q >0 (depending only on n) such that if E is any 
n x n matrix over a complete normed ring A and II 1 - EJI < v (under 
the sup of the coordinate norms, where 1 = identity matrix) then 
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111 - det El/ < 1. Thus det E is a unit in A, its inverse being x.z 0 N, where 
I?= 1 - det E. So E is invertible over A. 
Suppose n, k, M, E as above are given, where we may assume M 3 1. 
Then there is a choice of M’ 3 M such that for all 2, j: y” as above, every 
coefficient of each polynomial ,h( Y + y”) -f(y’) has absolute value at 
most M’. Also, there is a choice of so > 0 such that for all A, f, y” as above, 
jl(~3fl~3y)l~=-~- 111 <r whenever Ily-y’Il <co. We may assume I:<&~. Set 
m = n. Applying Theorem 2.1 to m, n, k, M’, E yields a 6 > 0. We may 
assume 6 < 1. Now given A and ,f as above, define g,, . . . . g,E 
A[X,) . . . . x,,, Y,, . ..> Y,l by 
g,(X y)=fi(y+l’“)+x;-f,(Po). 
Then g,(O, 0) = 0 and (ag/aY)I Co,oJ = 1. So by the definition of 6, there exists 
ZEAI’ such that I/z// <E and g(f(y’), z) =O. That is, fi(z + y”) =0 for 
all i. Let y=z+ y”. Thenf(y)=O, Ily- ~~‘11 = llzll <E, and (aflaY) y=, is 
invertible. 1 
Using this, we prove a normed version of Tougeron’s Lemma ([To; Arl, 
5.11; El, Lemma 23; compare also with [vdDl, Lemma 1.61). 
THEOREM 2.3. Given positive integers m, n, k with m 6 n, and given 
positive real numbers M, E, there exists 6 > 0 such that if A is a normed 
normal domain with completion 2, and A” is the henselization of A at A, then 
the following holds: 
Let f, , .,., f,,, E A”[ Y,, . . . . Y,,] be polynomials of degree at most k and 
suppose their coefficients have norm at most M. Let d,, . . . . d, be the deter- 
minants of the m x m minors of the Jacobian J = (df/a Y). Suppose y” E A”n 
satisfies 11 ye/l 6 A4 and A.( y”) = C&a= I CZE,dZ dj, where C,bje 2, llca~jll < 6 
and d,O = d,( y’). Then there exists y E Jn such that f(y) = 0 and 
IIY - YOIl c.5 
ProoJ Given A, f as above, there exist n x m matrices N, such that 
JON, = dz (i.e., the m x m scalar matrix dz) where Jo = J(y’). Over 
A[ U, I 1 < ~16 v, 1 d j < n] we have, in vector notation, 
f( 
y”+ i d;U, 
> 
=f(y’)+ J’.xd;U,+ c d;d; Q,, 
x=1 2 %B 
=I [d:J’.( s U,,, + 1 Np(Q,a + csp) 
2 
)]v 
where each QM8 is a vector of polynomials of degree at most k in the Ui,, 
all of whose terms are at least quadratic. 
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Observe that there exist a priori numbers M’, E’ > 0 (i.e., depending only 
on m, n, k, M, E and independent of A, f) such that 
(a) IIC, dz u,,lj <E whenever UE dyn satisfies [lull < 9’; 
(b) The coefficients of CB NB(QaB + cZB) have norm at most M’. 
Apply Corollary 2.2 to the numbers vn, k, M’, E’, and obtain 6’ > 0. 
Again, there is an a priori 6 > 0 (depending only on m, n, k, M, 6’) such 
that iI& NB~,BII < 6’ whenever llcli < 6. 
We claim 6 is as desired. Namely, given A, f, y”, c as above, let 
g,(U) = U, + CD N,(Q,, + c,~) E A”[ U]. The Jacobian at u” = 0 of the 
system g, (a = 1, . . . . v) is the identity matrix, and IIg,(O)ll < 6’. Also, the 
polynomials g, are of degree at most k and their coefficients have norm at 
most M’. So by the definition of 8, there exists u E A”” such that g(u) = 0, 
II4 < 8’9 and (WW U=N is invertible. Since g,(U) E A”[U] and 
(dg/aU)( U=U is invertible, it follows (by the “Hensel’s Lemma” discussed 
prior to Theorem 1.1) that U,~E A’. Let I’= y” + x:, di U, ~2”. Then 
f(y) = 0 and Ily - ~‘11 < E, as desired. 1 
As an example, let D be a subring of Q and r > 0 (with r < 1 if D = Z), 
and consider the subring D,[ [ t] ] c D[ [ t] ] consisting of analytic func- 
tions on the disc ItJ < r which extend to continuous functions on ItI 6 r (cf. 
Wall). Let II~llm,r be the uniform norm on D,[[t]], and let II .III be the 
t-adic norm (normalized so that lItI I = r). Then D,[ [t]] is complete under 
the norm II . II r = max( II l13c,r, II .il,). So 2.1 and 2.2 apply with A= D,[ [t]], 
and 2.3 applies with A=D[t], ,?=D,[[t]], and A”=D,[[t]Ih, the 
henselization of D[t] at D,[ [t]]. 
Observe that 2.1-2.3 remain true for certain rings A which are not com- 
plete, but which are unions of complete rings. More precisely, if A c A is 
an extension of normed rings, say with norm 11. /I, we call A a quasi-comple- 
tion of A if A is dense in A, and if moreover there exist 2, c 2, c . . . . 
subrings of A with norms II II (, such that 
(i) Ai is complete with respect to the norm (1. /Ii; 
(ii) A= Ui Ai; 
(iii) lI.Ili2 II~Ilitl~ i.e., /alli>/ Il~ll~+~ for all BEAM; 
(iv) II.11 =inf II.Ili, i.e., Ilull =inf{IjalliluEAi} for all UEA. 
Then 2.1 - 2.3 above hold for the class of rings A which are quasi- 
completions. Namely, in Theorem 2.1, if 2 = U Ai is the quasi-completion 
of a normed ring A, then each coordinate of x= (x1, . . . . x,,,)E 2” lies in 
some fixed Ai, and so there is a solution y E Ai c A to f(x, y) = 0 with 
II yll < llvll i < E. Thus Corollary 2.2 also holds for such A, and Theorem 2.3 
holds for such A, A, A”. 
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For instance, with A = D[t] and r > 0 as in the above example, let 
Ai=D,+,,j[[t]], with norm /I.I(r+,,r, and let A=U A,=D,+[[t]] (cf. 
[Hal]), with norm I/ ./lr. Then A is a quasi-completion of A, and so 2.1-2.3 
apply. 
3. A NORMED VERSION OF ELKIK'S RESULTS 
This section contains normed analogs of Elkik’s results [El, Theorems 2 
and 2 bis], viz., Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7. Like Elkik’s results, our 
normed versions provide a kind of global approximation theorem under 
special hypotheses concerning the discriminant locus, but without any 
assumptions on excellence or regularity. Key ingredients in Elkik’s proof 
were Tougeron’s Lemma and the Artin-Rees Lemma. Here, we substitute 
the normed Tougeron Lemma proved in Section 2, and an “Artin-Rees” 
assumption on the norm under consideration. 
We begin with two lemmas concerning the types of extensions we will 
encounter. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a dense subring of a normed ring A, such that A 
is flat over A and such that A and A satisfy the condition 
every element a with /Ia - 1 /I < 1 is invertible. (Z) 
Then Z,? n A = Z for every ideal Z of A, and A is ,faithfully flat over A. 
Proof If ZA = (1) then 1 = C il.?, for some i, E Z, e, E A. Since A is dense 
in 2, there exist e,E A arbitrarily close to 5,. Thus there are elements 
C ijeje Z which are arbitrarily close to 1. In particular, there exists ie Z 
such that lli - 111 < 1. But then i is a unit in A, so that Z is the unit ideal 
and 1 E I. Thus proper ideals of A extend to proper ideals of A. 
So every maximal ideal of A is the contraction of a maximal ideal 
of 2, and thus A is faithfully flat over A [Ma, 4.D, Theorem 31. Thus 
ZAn A = Z, by [Ma, 4.C]. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A c A be as in Lemma 3.1. Zf a, a,, . . . . a, E A, 
cy, c;, . ..) ct E A, and a = cya, + . . + eta,,, then for every E > 0 there exist 
c,, . . . . c, E A such that a = c,a, + . + c,,a, and IIc, - ~811 < E for all CI. 
Proof Let Zc A be the ideal generated by a,, . . . . a,. Since a=C cfa,, 
we have a E ZJ. By Lemma 3.1, it follows that a E I. So there exist elements 
C~EA such that a=Cchar. Let b,=cL-ci~A. Thus Cb,a,=O. Now let 
J, 7 be the kernels of the maps A” + Z, Al’ + ZA defined by (h,, . . . . h,,) H 
Ch,a,. Thus i;=(6,, . . . . b,,)~1 Also, tensoring J+A”+Z+O by A yields 
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JA-+ A’+ ZA + 0, because 2 is flat over A. Thus .ZJ + J is surjective, 
and so 6 = C jifi, where j, E J and fj~ A. Since A is dense in A, we may 
approximate the f, by elements fin A sufficiently closely that (lb, - b,\l < E 
for all a, where b = (h, , . . . . b,,)=C j;f,EJ. Now let c,=c:-h,. 
Then C c,a, = C c;a, - C b,a, = a, since h E J. Finally, I/c, - ($11 = 
11~; - 6, - czll = II&, - b,ll <E, as desired. 1 
Note that condition (Z) in the hypotheses of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 is 
satisfied for any complete normed ring. Thus it also holds for any quasi- 
completion A of a normed ring A, and hence also for the henselization 2 
of A at such an A. 
Next, we turn to an analog for normed rings of Elkik’s Theorem [El]. 
Elkik’s proof relies on the Artin-Rees Lemma, which does not have an 
analog for arbitrary norms. In our situation, it would suffice the assume a 
related property which (by the ArtinRees Lemma) automatically holds in 
the Noetherian adic case. 
Namely, let I be a finitely generated ideal of a normed ring (A, /I .lI ). We 
say that I satisfies the Artin-Rees property (with respect to 1). 11) if for some 
(and hence every) finite set of generators a,, . . . . a, for Z we have that for 
every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for all x E Z having norm less than 
6, there exist cl, . . . . C,E A such that x=c,al + ... +c,a, and licill <E. 
In particular, if /I ‘11 is an adic norm on a Noetherian ring A, then every 
ideal Z of A satisfies the ArtinRees property. This is a direct consequence 
of the Artin-Rees Lemma-cf. Lemma 3.4 below. 
In certain applications, though, the Artin-Rees property does not hold, 
but the analogs of Elkik’s theorems nevertheless do hold. For this reason, 
we will phrase these analogs in terms of a hypothesis which is weaker than 
the Artin-Rees property, but which suffices for applications we have in 
mind. 
Specifically, let A be a normed ring, and let t,, . . . . t, E A. We say that 
t, , . . . . t, is an AR-sequence in A if for every choice of positive integers k, e, S 
with k < r, and for every E >O, there exist an integer N > 0 and a real 
number 6 >O such that for all XEA we have: If 
(1) tix=ak+,t,N+, + ... +a,tf’ for some a,EA with lla,II ~6, and 
(2) x=hC+h+dkN+, + ... + h,ty for some hi~A with lIb,ll ~6: 
then x can be expressed as 
s X=Cki,tktl+ ... + c,rf, for some ci~A with I/cJ <E. 
Note that this condition is vacuous when r = 1. Concerning the rela- 
tionship between these two properties, we have: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (A, II .I1 ) he a Noetherian normed domain, and t,, . . . . tr E 
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A- (0). Suppose that the ideals (t:), (t:-.,, ts), (tf-,, t:-,, tf), . . . . 
u:‘, t;, ...> t:) of 2 satisfy the Artin-Rees property ,for every integer S > 0. 
Then t, , . . . . t, is an AR-sequence. 
Proof From the Artin-Rees Lemma applied to the ideal (t;) and the 
(t k + , , . . . . t,)-adic topology, it follows that there exists an integer N > 0 such 
that condition (1) implies that t;x = t; y for some ~1 E (tt, , , . . . . t:). Since 2 
is a domain, we get x E (tt+ , , . . . . tf). From condition (2) it follows that we 
can make /Ix/I arbitrarily small by taking 6 sufficiently small. Since 
ct,“, , > . . . . tf) satisfies the Artin-Rees property, the lemma follows. i 
And concerning the adic case, we have: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A be a Noetherian ring and 11 11 an adic norm on A. 
Then every ideal of A satisfies the Artin-Rees property, and every sequence 
of non-zero elements in A is an AR-sequence. 
Proof: Let J be an ideal of definition for 11. /I. The first assertion is that 
for every S > 0 there is an N > 0 such that JN n Ic J’Z, and this follows 
from the Artin-Rees Lemma [Bo, III, 3.1, Corollary 2 to Proposition 11. 
The second assertion follows from the following consequence of the 
Artin-Rees Lemma [Ar3, Lemma 2.1, p. 851: For every Noetherian ring B 
and t E B, there exists an integer n > 0 such that for every x E B and integer 
e > 0, we have 
if t”x = 0 and XE(P) then x=0. 
Now take t=t,, B=A/(tf+, ,..., tf), N=max(q,S). 1 
Remark. Let A be a Noetherian domain, and 11. I/ an adic norm on A. 
Then the second assertion in Lemma 3.4 follows immediately from the first 
by Lemma 3.3. But in fact an even stronger version of Lemma 3.4 holds in 
this case. Namely, every sequence of non-zero elements in A satisfies the 
definition of an AR-sequence even if hypothesis (2) is dropped. This 
is again a consequence of the Artin-Rees Lemma; cf. [Bo, III, 3.1, 
Corollary 3 to Proposition 11. 
We are now in a position to prove normed analogs of Elkik’s results. 
Consider the following situation: 
Let A be a Noetherian normal domain with norm 11.11. Let the domain 
A be a quasi-completion of A, and A’ the henselization of A at 2. Suppose 
that 1 is flat over 2. Let f, , . . . . f ,  E A[ Y,, . . . . Y,] be polynomials and put 
R= A[ Y]/(f). Choose d,, . . . . d,,E A[ Y] such that R is smooth over A 
outside the locus of the ideal (d,, . . . . d,)R. Let t,, . . . . t,EA”- (0) be an 
AR-sequence in A, and suppose that A is dense in A with respect to the 
(t, , . . . . t,)-adic metric on 2. 
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LEMMA 3.5. In the above situation, for every choice of positive integers 
k, e, S > 0 with k ,< r, and real numbers M, E > 0, there exist an integer N > 0 
and a 6 > 0 such that for all j E A”” we have: 
u- 
6) IlVll CM; 
(ii) .f(j)=akt,N+ ... +a,tfJ,for some aiEArn with l/ail1 ~6; 
(iii) tz = CL=, b, d,(j) + CF=, al t” for some b,, ul E A”, with 
Ilb,ll -c M and llalll < 6; 
then there exists YEA” such that 
(iv) f(y)=~~+~tkS+, + ... +c,tS for some ciEAm, IIcil/ <E (so 
f(y)=0 if k=r), and 
(v) y-j=&for some vEdn, llgll <E. 
ProoJ Step 1. Suppose d,, . . . . d, are the determinants of the m x m 
minors of (af/aY). In this case we will show a strong form of the lem- 
ma-viz., that N, 6 can be chosen to depend only on 2, { ti}, m, n, k, e, S, 
M, E, but not on the particular choice of A or L provided that the degrees 
of the fi and the norms of the coefficients of the f, are less than A4. 
We may suppose that a; = 0, because if we take N > e then (iii) gives 
ti(l-aahtF-e)= i b,d,(j)+ i a:t”, 
x=1 i=!f+1 
and 1 -ahtk NPE is invertible if 6 is small enough. 
Set N = 2e + 2mS. Let 
Q=a k+,ff+,+ ... +a,t,N, 
.C?‘=ak+,t~+l+ ... +a:t,N, 
Then from (ii) we have 
and from (iiiband ai = 0 we get 
f;= 1 b, d,(j) +Q’. 
x=1 
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So, from the last three formulas, we obtain 
f(j-Q”=a, t [ ;‘.q f h, d&q. 
%=I 
Now let 
h(Z) = f( J + tfz, - sz”, 
where Z= (Z,, . . . . Z,,). Then 
where 6,) . . . . 6,, EA[Z] are the m x m minors of the Jacobian of h(Z), viz., 
Si(0) = tpAi,(jq. 
Taking 6 small enough (and hence llaklI small enough), we can apply 
Theorem 2.3 (in the case of quasi-completions; cf. the comments at the 
end of Section 2) to find ZE 2” such that llzll <E and h(z) = 0. Thus 
f(j + 1”~) = 52”. Now take y = j + tfz. If 6 is small enough, then 
Q”=c k + , fF+, + + c, t,” for some ci E Jrn with /Ic;l/ < E. This proves the 
lemma under the additional assumption of Step I. 
Note that N depended only on the given data, and not on A or ,f: By 
Theorem 2.3 in the quasi-completion case, the same is true for 6. 
Step II. General case. 
We reduce to the case of Step I. To do this, we use Lemma 3 of [El] to 
find a finitely generated A-algebra 
c = A [ Y, , . . . . Y,,, z, ) . ..) z,,,, u, 3 “.9 ~,ll(Sl 5 ...? 8,) 
(where Spec C is the conormal bundle of Spec R over Spec A), together 
with an inclusion i: R + C sending y H y, and a (T: C -+ R sending y I-+ y, 
zi H fi( y), U, H 0, such that 0 I: i is the identity and such that 
(a) Let Vc Spec R be the smooth locus of Spec R over Spec A. Let 
v’ be the inverse image of V in Spec C under i*. Then V’ is smooth over 
Spec A of relative dimension n; 
(b) The conormal bundle of Spec C 4 A,,, 2n + “* is trivial on each affine 
open subset of Spec C contained in V’ and has rank m + n. 
By considering the maps i and 0, we see that (,f’, , . . . . f,) c (g, , . . . . g,) . 
A[ Y, Z, U], and that gi( Y, f( Y), 0) E (.f, , . . . . ,f,) A[ Y], for i = 1, . . . . p. So 
there are polynomials L;,, ( Y, Z, U) and qi,, ( Y) such that 
(1) h(Y)=Z~=, L,.i(Y,Z, U)gj(Y,Z, U); and 
Pa) gAY,.f(Y), 0)=X:- , q,.,(Y).f,(Y). 
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Let B = (B,, . . . . B,) be new independent variables, and write 
WY, B)= c B,d,b)~A[y, Bl 
LX=1 
Notice that Spec R[B] is smooth over Spec A[B] outside of V(D( Y, B)). 
Moreover, (a), (b) remain valid after base change by Spec A [B] --f Spec A. 
Hence the conormal bundle of Spec C[B] G Af;;+B;1 is trivial on the 
complement of V(D( Y, B)) in Spec C[B]. Thus there exists E( Y, 2, U, B) E 
A[ Y, Z, CJ, B] such that the localization of the ideal (g,, . . . . 8,). 
A[ Y, Z, U, B] with respect to the powers of E can be generated by m + n 
elements, say y 1, . . . . y, + n E (g, , . . . . g,) A[Y, Z, U, B] (with m+ndp), and 
such that E = D” mod(g, , . . . . g,) for some positive integer e’. Hence by 
(2a) there are polynomials ICY, ,( Y, B) and Ji( Y, Z, U, B) such that 
WI ri(Y,f(Y),O, B)=C:“=, ~,.,(y, B)f,(Y), and 
(3) E(Y,Z, U, B)-D”(Y, B)=,X:f=, J,(Y, Z, U B) si(Y, 2, U). 
Here, we may write tii,, = C,, k-i. j, ,z Y”, where K; , h E A[B], and we may 
write yi as a polynomial in Y, Z, U whose coefficients yi,% lie in A[B]. Also, 
by the above property of yl, . . . . ym +,1, there is a positive integer I such that 
E’Gg,, ...j g,)=(yl, ..., ~nz+n ) in A[ Y, Z, U, B]. So there are polynomials 
Ki,i( Y, Z, U, B) such that 
(4) E’(Y,Z,U,B)~~(Y,Z,U)=C~‘L~“~,,,(Y,Z~U,B)Y~(Y,Z,U,B) 
for j = 1, . . . . p. Now let b,( Y, Z, U, B), . . . . d,,,( K -5 U, B) E AC Y, Z, U, Bl 
be the determinants of the (m +n) x (m +n) minors of the Jacobian 
(dy/d( Y,Z, U)) of y over A[B]. 
From (a) it follows that there is a positive integer s such that 
(d,( Y), . . . . d,,(Y))“cJ+ (gl, . . . . g,), where J is the ideal of A[ Y, Z, U] 
generated by the (m + n) x (m +n) minors of the Jacobian of the system 
g, , . . . . g,. Now by (4) we have 15”” + “)J c (6, , . . . . 6,,], g, , . . . . g,). Hence 
E’(“‘+“‘(d,( Y), . . . . d,,( Y))s c E”“‘+“)J+ E’(” +n)(g,, . . . . g,) 
= (6, > ..., 6,,,, g,, ..., g,) 
in A[ Y, Z, U, B]. In particular, 
E’(mt”)D”~ (6,, . . . . 6,,,, g,, . . . . g,) in A[ Y, Z, U, B]. 
Using (3), we have that Dewy (6,) . . . . 6,, g,, . . . . g,) in A[ Y, Z, U, B], where 
e” = e’I(m + n) + s. Thus there exist polynomials Bk( Y, Z, U, B) and 
Hi( Y, Z, U, B) satisfying 
(5) D”‘( Y, B) = Cz= 1 Bb( Y, Z, U, B) 6,( Y, Z, U) + Cf= 1 Hi( Y, Z, 
u, B) sit K Z W 
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Now suppose M, E, S are given. We will apply Step I with 
m, n, k, e, S, M, E replaced by m + n, m + 2n, k, ee”, S’, M’, E’, where M’, 
S’, E’ are defined as follows: 
Let M, > max(M, 1) be an upper bound on the norms of the elements t,, 
on the total degrees of the polynomials yi, and on { II~(Y)II: llyll < M}. 
Each of the polynomials L,,,, Y,,,, q,, K;,~,~, Y,,%, Ji, K,,,, Bb, H, (cf. 
(l))(5)) is bounded in norm on the set where its arguments have norm less 
than M, + 1. Let M’ > M, + 1 be an upper bound on these norms. 
If k = Y choose S’ > max(S, ee’), and choose any E’ > 0 less than 
EIJfS’ ~ s. Next, we consider the case k < r. Choose E, > 0 less than E/PM’. 
Since t, , . . . . t, is an AR-sequence, there exist an E” > 0 and an integer 
S’ > max(S, ee’l) such that the defining property of an AR-sequence will 
hold when we replace N by S’, 6 by E”, e by ee’l, and E by E,. Now 
choose s2 >O with a2 c&“/4, taken sufficiently small so that if a~2 
satisfies lla - 1 11 < E* M’“’ ““” then a is invertible and 11~1~’ I/ < 2. Then 
choose Ed > 0 which is less than min(a”/M’Pe”, ~~/3(r - k + 2)’ M’(S’+“‘)‘, 
l/(r -k + 1) MIS’). Finally, choose E’ as follows: 
For any polynomial F(X) over A (in one or more variables), there is a 
new polynomial AF(X; V), in twice as many variables, determined by 
tf’AF(X; I’)= F(X+ @‘-F(X). 
In particular, considering the polynomials gi( Y, 2, U), E( Y, Z, U, B), 
D”( Y, B), we obtain polynomials dg,( Y, Z, U; I’,, V,, V3), dE( Y, Z, U, B; 
I’,, V,, V,, V4), AD”( Y, B; V,, V2). Choose E’ >O sufficiently small so that 
Ag,, AE, AD” are respectively bounded in norm by ~42pM’, 1/3M’“’ “‘, 
Ed on the “polydisc” over A in which Y, Z, U, B are bounded in norm 
by M’ and V, , V,, P’, , I’, are bounded in norm by E’. Furthermore, 
we demand that E’ be chosen smaller than min( l/M’.“, cJ(rn + n) M’, 
~,/hf’~‘-). 
Now with the above values of M’, S’, c’, apply Step I to 2 and {t,}, 
together with numerical data m + n, m + 2n, k, ee”, S’, M’, E’. This yields 
an integer N 2 S’ and a dU > 0 having the asserted properties. Now 
choose 6’ > 0 less than min(6”/2pM’, 1/3~M”~ + ’ ~ “‘, c3/2pMtN s’+ ‘). 
Then choose 6, > 0 less than min( 1, 6’/mM’, 6”/2(r - k + 2)“‘M”‘N+F)c”‘), 
and choose 6 > 0 less than min(6,, l/3(2”) M’Nm ‘, Ej/(r-k+2)“. 
M ‘(N+e)r’-S’). 
Now assume YE A” satisfies (i), (ii), (iii). Thus we have values for a, a’, 
h, having norms respectively less than 6, 6, M. We wish to obtain ~1, c 
having the properties asserted. Let Zi =fi(J) for i= 1, . . . . m, and let U, = 0 
for j = 1, . . . . n. By definition of M’, we have 
(i’) 11~71, 14, IlUll < MI < M’. 
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Since 6, is small with respect to 6’ and 6 < 6,) by (ii), (2a), and the defini- 
tion of M’ we have that 
(ii’) y(y,F,O,h)=a;t,N+ . ..+a.‘t,N for some a;’ E A”’ of norm less 
than 6’. 
Similarly, using (2a) instead of (2b), we find that g(j, I, 0) is also an 
A”‘-linear combination of tf, . . . . t: whose coefficients have norm less 
than 6’. 
Now again using the definition of M’, and setting B, = b,, . . . . B,, = b,,, - - 
Y = j, 2 = Z, U = 0 in (5) we obtain elements bk = B;(y, z, 0, b) and 
h, = Hi(j,5,0, b) in A” having norm less than M’, and satisfying 
f b, d,(y) 
! 
“” = 5 bb dp(y, CO, b)+ f: h,g,(y, Z, 0). 
s=l /I=1 i= I 
So by (iii) it follows that 
a(t” > 
e” w 
= C bb 6JY, 2, 0, b) + 5 h;g;(y, 5, 0). 
S=I i= I 
Thus, using the fact that g(y, Z, 0) is a small linear combination of 
tN k > ..., tfv, together with the fact that 6, is small relative to S” and l/N, and 
the fact that 6’M’ is small relative to 6”, we conclude that there exist 
~5’) E A” such that 
(iii’) f~” 
llu;3’ll < 6”. 
= CT=, 6; dB(j, Z, 0, b) + xi= k ui3’t”, with IIb;311 < M’, 
Since b , , . . . . b, E& there is an etale neighborhood A’ of ?i in A which 
contains A[b]. Thus A’ is a Noetherian normal normed domain with 
A c A’ c A”; A is t-adically dense in 2; and 2 is the henselization of A’ at 
2. Also, the polynomials yb = y( Y, Z, U, 6) lie in A’[ Y, Z, U], and the 
degrees and the norms of the coefficients y,,(b) of these polynomials are 
less than M’. So the above values of N, 6” satisfy the lemma for the system 
yh over A’. So since hypotheses (i’), (ii’), (iii’) are satisfied, there exist 
y, z, u E 2 such that 
(iv’) y,(y,z,u,b)=c~,k+,t,S’+,+ ‘.‘+C;,&j=1,2 )...) m+n, 
for some c;,, E A” with IlcJ < E’, and 
(v’) yrp=ip,s’, z-T=q’t,S’, u=rf’tf 
for some choice of n, q” E A”“, v]’ E A”“’ having norm less than E’. 
In order to complete the proof, we need to show (iv) and (v). Property 
(v) follows from (v’), using that E’ is small relative to E, and l/M’. 
Concerning (iv), there are two possibilities to consider: k = r and k < r. 
‘MI I?Y I-l? 
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We first handle the case where k= r. From (4) we have that 
E’(y, z, u, b) gi(y, z, u) = 0 for j = 1, . . . . p. To prove (iv), it suffices to show 
that E(y,z,u,6)#0, since then g,(y,z,u)=O and f(y)=0 by (1). It 
follows from (v’) that E(,v, z, U, b) = E( j, Z, 0, h) + v, tf’, where 114, // < 
1/3h4 ‘s-“” because of the definition of E’ in terms of AE. From (3) and the 
fact that g(j, 2, 0) is a small multiple of tf” (when k = r), we have 
E(j, 5, 0, b) = D”(j, h) + q*t;, 
where 111/211 < M’N+18’< 1/3M’“P”‘, because 6’ was chosen small enough 
in terms of M’ and iV. Hence 
where the third equality is by (iii). Note that the factor in brackets is a 
unit, because 6 (which bounds Ila:ll) is sufficiently small in terms of M’ 
and N, and because of the above bounds on 11~~ I( and lIy1211. Hence 
E(y, z, U, b) # 0, since t,. # 0. This completes the proof of (iv), and of the 
lemma, in the case where k = r. 
Now we turn to the case where k < r. Recall that g(j, 2, 0) is a small 
linear combination of tf, . . . . t,“. So by (v’), the fact that sj <E” and 
6’ < E,/2jJ1%f’~-~‘+ I, and the definition of E’ in terms of Ag, it follows that 
(6) gj(y,z, u)=u$t:‘+ ... +u;,:)tf’ forj= 1, . . . . p, 
for some a;,:‘~ 2, I~uj,~‘II < ~~/pkf’ <E”. Since E’ < l/MY, it follows that 
l/ulI < 1. So from (4) and (iv’) and the fact that E’ is sufftciently small in 
terms of E* and M’, it follows for j= 1, . . . . p that 
(7) E’(y,z, u,b) g,(y, z, u,=C;,k+,z~+, + .‘. +c;,,t;“, 
for some cj,! E 2 satisfying IIcj,J < Ed. 
From (3) and (6) it follows that 
E(y, z, u, b) = D”( y, 6) + ujp) f;’ + . . + a;‘“t; 
for some uj4)~J of norm less than Ed. From this last formula and (v’) and 
the definition of E’ in terms of AD”, it follows that 
E(y, z, u, b)=D”(j, b)+&‘+ujp’tf + ... +c~;~‘tf 
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for some qj E 2 of norm less than E,. Substituting (iii) in the above 
formula, we get 
,=k 
Hence, 
E’(y, z, u, b) = tT”+ i ai”ts 
i=k 
for some ai” E A” of norm less than s2, since 6 is small compared to Ed and 
l/N, and Ed is small compared to s2 and l/M’. Thus 
E’(y, z, u, b) = tT”( 1 + af’t,S’P’P”) + i a!‘)[?’ , , . 
i=k+l 
From this last formula and (6) and (7) it follows for j= 1, . . . . p that 
tF”(l + ap’tr-““) g,(y, z, u) = 
i=k+l 
for some a),:? E 2 of norm less than ~“12, since s3 < l/(r - k + 1) M”’ and 
Ed <~“/4. Now, since Ilap’ll <Ed, the definition of a2 implies that 
1 + ai5)ts’-ee” is a unit whose inverse has norm Q 2. Hence, for j= 1, . . . . p 
we have 
t;;“‘g,( y, z, 24) = i aj,i’tT’ 
i=k+l 
for some a;,:? E 2 having norm less than E”. So from this formula, together 
with (6), the definitions of E” and S’, and the fact that t,, . . . . t, is an 
AR-sequence, it follows for j = 1, . . . . p that 
gjty,z, u)= &+ ‘1 s cj iti 7 
i=k+l 
with cjIiea of norm less than cr. (The fact that t,, . . . . t, is an AR-sequence 
only yields ci:, E A, but by using Lemma 3.2 we can choose cili E A”.) 
Property (iv) now follows from (1 ), using the fact that .sl < ~/p&f’. This 
proves the lemma, in the case that k < r. 1 
We now obtain the following normed analogs of Elkik’s results: 
THEOREM 3.6. In the situation described prior to the statement of 3.5, if 
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M, E > 0 then there exist a positive integer N and a 6 > 0 such that for all 
j E A”, the following holds: I f  
(i) IIVII <M; 
(ii) f(j)=a,ty+ ... +a,ty, for some a,EAm with llaill ~6; 
(iii) tj = C: = 1 bi..d,(j), forj= 1, . . . . r, with bi.,EJ, Ilbj,all CM; 
then there exists y E 2” such that f(y) = 0 and 11 y - jll < E. 
Proof Before starting with the proof we make the following observa- 
tion: 
If j = j + Cl=, c, t,, with c, E A” of sufficiently small norm, then condi- 
tion (iii) implies 
tj= C bJ,z dm(.F) for j= 1, . . . . r 
x=1 
for some bJ,a E 2 of norm less than M + 1. 
Indeed, from (iii) follows 
for some cJ,~ E A. Consider (1) as a system of linear equations in the 
unknowns t,, . . . . t,. The determinant det(l- (cJ,~)~,~) of this system is inver- 
tible when the norm of ci, and hence that of c;,~, is sufficiently small. It is 
now clear how to finish the proof of the observation. 
In the statement of Theorem 3.6, everywhere replace A by 2. It is 
sufficient to prove this modified statement. Indeed this follows from 
Lemma 3.2, the above observation, and the fact that for every ~GA there 
exists j E A” such that j = j + x;=, c,t:, with llcil/ arbitrarily small (since A 
is dense in 2 also with respect to the (t, , . . . . t,)-adic norm). 
Thus it suffices to prove Theorem 3.6 when j, ai, b,,n E A. The proof then 
consists of applying Lemma 3.5 (with e = 1, a: = 0) consecutively for 
k = 1, 2, ,,., r. From the observation made in the beginning of the proof, it 
follows that (iii) remains valid (even with al = 0) after replacing j by y. 1 
COROLLARY 3.7. In the situation described prior to the statement of 3.5, 
ifj~A” satisfies f(y)=0 and 
ti= i bj.,d,(.C) for j= 1, . . . . r with bi,l E A, 
a=1 
then for every E > 0 there exists y E An such that f( y) = 0 and 11 y - jli < E. 
Remarks. Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 can be regarded as analogs of 
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Theorems 2 and 2bis of Elkik [El] for norms which are not necessarily 
I-adic. Here conditions (ii) and (iii) of 3.6 correspond to Elkik’s conditions 
that f(j) lie in a high power of the ideal of definition I= (tr , . . . . t,), and 
that the singular locus lie in the locus of the ideal I. The additional condi- 
tion on AR-sequences is automatically satisfied in Elkik’s situation, by 
Lemma 3.4. Note also that the proofs show that this extra condition is 
unnecessary when d, , . . . . d,, are the determinants of the m x m minors of 
(i3fl’aY) (cf. Step I). 
In [El], Theorems 2 and 2bis, which are weak forms of approximation, 
were used to obtain various algebraization results, in situations in which 
the corresponding system of equations had its singular locus contained in 
the locus V(Z) of the ideal of definition I. Using Theorem 3.7 and 
Corollary 3.8 above, analogous results can presumably be considered, with 
the I-adic norm being replaced by a more general norm and the locus V(Z) 
being replaced by the locus of the ideal (t,, . . . . t,). The advantage of this is 
that one need not assume that A is Noetherian or satisfies any regularity 
hypothesis, nor that A has dimension at most 2, as one would by invoking 
the Approximation Theorem 4.4 below. 
4. GLOBAL APPROXIMATION FOR NORMED RINGS 
This section contains an approximation result (Theorem 4.4) which 
generalizes Theorem 1.1 to the case of rings with norms that need not be 
I-adic (e.g., uniform norms). The proof parallels that of Theorem 1.1, 
except that Corollary 3.7 replaces [El, Theorem 2bis]. As examples, we 
obtain approximation for the ring of germs of holomorphic functions on a 
compact subset of C (Example 4.5(d)) and on certain compact Stein sub- 
sets of C2 (Example 4.7) and for the ring of holomorphic functions on a 
closed disc whose Taylor series has integer coefficients (Example 4.5(c)). 
As in the case of Theorem 1.1, we require that the rings have dimension 
at most 2, in order to be able to achieve desingularization by means of 
[AD]. We do, however, show some related results in higher dimensions. 
For example, we show that approximation holds for complex polydiscs 
of arbitrary dimension provided that the system of equations has only 
isolated singularities (Theorem 4.10) and that an algebraic vector bundle 
over a complex polydisc is algebraically trivial (Example 4.15(a)). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 2 be a Noetherian normed domain. Suppose that 
for every E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that for all x E ,?, 
if /lx2)l < 6 then /(x(1 < E. (S) 
Then t,, t, is an AR-sequence for any t,, t2 E A - (0). 
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Proof: Say E > 0 and let e, S be positive integers. We want to find a 
6 > 0 and a positive integer N such that for all x E .Z, if 
(1) tyx=atF and 
(2) x=b,t;Y+b&, 
for some elements a, 6,) b, E A having norm less than 6, then x can be 
written as x = ctf, for some c E A having norm less than E. 
By the Artin-Rees Lemma [Bo, III, 3.1, Corollary 2 to Proposition 1 ] 
applied to the ideal (t;) A and the (t,)-adic topology, we find a positive 
integer N such that (1) yields c E 1 such that tqx = ty ctf, and hence 
(3) x = ct;, 
since A is a domain. We may suppose that N 2 max(2S, e). We will show 
that taking 6 small enough forces /Ic// <E. Substituting (3) in (1) and (2) 
gives 
(1’) t’;c=atypS, and 
N N (2’) ct;=b,t, +b,t,. 
Rewriting (1’) and (2’) gives 
(1”) (c-bhzt~pS)t~=at,N-S-bb,t~t,NpS, and 
(2”) (c-b6,t;pS)t;=b,t;Y. 
Multiplying (1”) and (2”), and dividing by t;‘tf, gives 
(4) (c-b6,t;-S)2=b,t:pEt;-2ZS(a-bb,t;). 
From (4) and (S) it follows that IIc- b2typSII <s/2, and hence that 
[ICI/ <E, if the norms of a, b,, b, are sufficiently small. This proves the 
lemma. [ 
Note that condition (S) holds for any ring under a uniform norm. Also, 
it holds in the Noetherian adic case: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A be a Noetherian ring and I an ideal of A. Then 
condition (S) of 4.1 holds for A under the I-adic norm. 
Proof (suggested by D. Eisenbud). It suffices to show that for every 
positive integer S, there is a positive integer N such that if XE A satisfies 
x2 E IN then x E 1’. 
So let P,, . . . . P, be the associated primes of Z+‘. Then ZmS c n P’ for all 
m, and there exists an M such that 1’ contains n PI”‘. (Here PCM) denotes 
the Mth symbolic power of P, i.e., (PAp)M A A.) So it s&ices to show that 
for some N, x2 E Pf”’ implies x E Pi (M) Localizing at Pi, and replacing A, Z, S . 
by A,,> Pi, M, we are reduced to the case that A is a local domain. 
In this case we rely on [Hc]. Theorem 5.1 of that paper asserts that for 
a Noetherian local domain A with maximal ideal P, there is a function 
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v: A + Z taking non-negative values, such that, for a, b E A, if ab E P” 
then m <u(a) + v(b). Moreover, the proof of this result (which relies on 
reduction to the case that A is a formal power series ring over a discrete 
valuation ring) shows that for some integer h > 0, we may choose 
u(a) = h . max{m: a E P”}. Now take N = 2hS. Then if x2 E PN, then (taking 
a = b =x) we have have N < 20(x), and so u(x) 3 hS. By the choice of u, 
this yields x E Ps, as claimed. 1 
Before proving Approximation we need 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A c A be an extension of rings. Let I,, . . . . I, be ideals of 
A such that Ii + I, = (1) for i # j, and such that the extensions r,, . . . . Tn to A 
are unequal to the unit ideal. Assume that A is T.-adically dense in A, for all 
i. Then A is Radically dense in A, where r= n I,. 
Proof For any v 2 1, the ideals c are pairwise relatively prime in 2, 
and so by [Bo, II Sect. 1.2, Proposition 5) 7 = (7 7;. So it suffices to show 
that given ti E A and an integer v, there exists a E A satisfying 5 E a(mod 7:) 
for all i. Now by hypothesis, there exist elements aie A such that 
ai E Z(mod 7;). Since the ideals Z: c A are pairwise relatively prime, the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem shows that there exists a~ A such that 
a = u,(mod I;). Since Z; c I:, it follows that a = ai= Z(mod c), as 
desired. 1 
THEOREM 4.4 (Approximation). Let A c 2 be a flat extension of 
Noetherian normal domains of dimension < 2, such that A is a quasi-comple- 
tion of A relative to a norm I/ ./I, and such that the map of local rings 
A,n,4 + Ai is regular for every prime fi c A of height at most 1. Let A” be 
the henselization of A at A. Assume that (A, 11. /I ) satisfies condition (S) of 
4.1 and that every height 2 prime of A is the extension of a height 2 prime 
of A having the same residue field. Then A” c A has the approximation 
property, with respect to I/ . /I. 
Proof As in the proof of 1.1, we may restrict attention to systems of 
polynomials over A. Given f,, . . . . fw, E A[ Y,, . . . . Y,] and j, , . . . . y, E 2 
satisfying f(y) = 0, we have to prove that for every E > 0 there exist 
y,, . . . . Y,EA” such that f(y) =0 and Ilyi- jill <E. Since A and d are Krull 
domains, the contraction to A of every height 1 prime of A has height at 
most 1 [Bo; VII, 1.10, Proposition 151. Thus [AD, Theorem 4.11 applies. 
Hence (as in the proof of Theorem 1.1) we may suppose that 
(d,(.F), . . . . d,(y)) A has height at least 2, where d,(Y), . . . . d,(Y) are polyno- 
mials generating an ideal defining the singular locus of A[ Y]/(f) over A. 
By the hypothesis on height 2 primes, there exists an ideal J of A having 
height at least 2, and contained in (d,(y), . . . . d,,(j)) A. Since J has height 
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3 2, there exist t,, t2 E J such that the ideal (t,, tz)A has height > 2 [No, 
p. 219, Proposition 151. Hence (t,, t,)A has height 3 2. Thus there exist an 
integer e > 0 and height 2 maximal ideals ti,, . . . . m, of A such that 
q . . liqc(t,, r,)A. (*I 
From the hypothesis on height 2 primes, it follows that m, is the extension 
to A of a maximal ideal mj of A with the same residue field. Hence A is 
dense in A with respect to the mi-adic norm. Thus Lemma 4.3 and (*) 
imply that A is dense in A with respect to the (tl, t,)-adic norm. Also, 
condition (S) and Lemma 4.1 imply that t,, t, form an AR-sequence. 
Finally, we claim that A is flat over A”. To show this, it suffices to show 
flatness over an arbitrary &tale extension B of A contained in A, by the 
equivalence of conditions (1) and (6) in [Ma, Theorem 1, p. 161. And to 
show that A is flat over B, it suffices to show flatness of A, over B,, where 
ti is an arbitrary maximal ideal of d and n = ti A B. In the case that m has 
height at most 1, the same is true for m =ti nA (as shown above), and 
hence for n (since B is &tale over A); flatness for A,, which is torsion-free, 
now follows. Otherwise, m has height 2, and ti =m’A for some height 2 
maximal ideal m’ of A with the same residue field. Since m’ is maximal, the 
inclusion m’ c m is an equality. Thus B/n is isomorphic to A/m, and the 
Ctale extension AAm c g” is an isomorphism. Now by base change, ;I/m’A is 
flat over A/m’ for all i; so by the local criterion for flatness [Ma; 2O.C 
Theorem 49; 20.A, Example I], fti is flat over A^,. So A^, is flat over B, 
and thus over B,, and it is also faithfully flat over A,. Thus A, is flat over 
B,, as desired. 
Hence Corollary 3.7 applies and finishes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Remarks. (a) In the statement of 4.4, hypothesis (S) can be replaced 
by the weaker assumption that t,, t, form an AR-sequence, for any 
t, , t, E 2 - { 0}, since that is what is really used. Since that always holds for 
I-adic norms on Noetherian rings (cf. Proposition 3.4), this gives another 
proof of Theorem 1.1. But cf. also Example 4.5(a). 
(b) Since a regular extension is in particular flat [Ma, 33.A], we 
may replace the flatness hypothesis and the hypothesis on regularity in 
codimension d 1 by the stronger hypothesis that A is regular over A. 
(c) Using [Po2] (cf. the remark after Example 1.4 above), one could 
deduce the conclusion of Theorem 4.4 even in dimension larger than 2, if 
one assumed additionally that 2 is regular over A. Namely, by [Po2, 
Theorem 2.51, we may enlarge the system of equations and reduce to the 
case that the relative singular locus is empty along the locus of Y = j. Then 
[El, Lemma 31 reduces us to the case that A [ Y]/(,f‘) is a relative complete 
intersection over A. So by normed Tougeron, i.e., Theorem 2.3 above in the 
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quasi-completion case, the conclusion would follow. Similarly, [ Po2, 
Theorem 2.51 and Proposition 4.6(v) below imply Theorem 4.10 below, 
even without the assumption on isolated singularities. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. (a) Theorem 1.1 is a special case of Theorem 4.4. 
Namely, let A be an excellent normal domain of dimension d 2, let I be an 
ideal of A, let A be the I-adic completion, and let 2 be the henselization 
of A at 2. Since A is excellent, 2 is also normal and the extension A c 2 
is regular [Ma, 331, 34C). The condition on height 2 primes follows from 
[Ma, 24A, 24B], and condition (S) holds by Proposition 4.2. So A c A 
satisfies approximation I-adically, i.e., Theorem 1.1 is a special case of 
Theorem 4.4. 
(b) The extensions Q c C and R n Q c R satisfy approximation, 
under the archimedean metric. 
(c) Let D be a subring of Q, let r>O (with O<r< 1 if D=Z), 
let A = D[t] under the norm II.l/, (cf. the example after 2.3) let 
A = D,, [[t]], and let A’ be the corresponding henselization. By [Hal, 
Theorem 1.8, Proposition 1.101, the ring A is a Noetherian normal domain 
of dimension at most 2, and it satisfies the condition on height 2 primes. 
By [Hal ; proof of Proposition 1.151, A is regular over A. As observed after 
2.3, 2 is a quasi-completion of A under 11. /I,. Condition (S) is holds for 
II II r> since it holds for the uniform and t-adic norms. Thus I? c 2 satisfies 
approximation, under II )I ~. 
This was proven directly in the case D = Z, in [Ha2, Theorem 2.51. The 
proof there is somewhat simpler than in the general case of Theorem 4.4 
here, because all the height 2 primes of A contain the principal ideal (t), 
which contains all the elements of norm less than 1. 
(d) Let A = C[t], let K be a non-empty compact connected subset of 
the complex t-line (under the metric topology), and give A the uniform 
norm on K. Let A be the ring of germs of holomorphic function on K (so 
that A = C,, [[t]] if K is the disc It] d r) and let ,? be the corresponding 
henselization. In order to prove that A” c A satisfies approximation, note 
that we may suppose that the interior of K is non-empty (by enlarging K 
slightly). Let A, be the ring of rational functions on C having no poles in 
K, and give A, the uniform norm on K. By Runge’s Theorem, A,, is dense 
in A and A is a quasi-completion of Ao. Now apply Theorem 4.4 to the 
pair Aoc A. Since A”, =J, it follows that A c A satisfies approximation. 
(This is a slight strengthening of the main theorem of [vdD2], in that it 
shows that the henselization equals the algebraic closure.) As a variant, in 
the case where K is the disc ItI < r, we could keep A as above but let 
A = Q[t] or Q,, [ [t]] (and in the latter case A =A”). 
The Approximation Theorem also applies to many compact Stein sub- 
sets of C2, e.g., complex polydiscs. To see this, we first show a proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. Let K be a compact connected Stein subset of Cd such 
that Vn K has only finitely many connected components for each analytic 
subset V defined in an open neighborhood of K (e.g., K = a polydisc or a 
ball). Let A, be the ring of germs of analytic functions on K, viewed as an 
extension qf A = C[X, , . . . . X,]. Then 
(i) A, is a Noetherian domain of dimension d; 
(ii) A, is a regular ring; 
(iii) Every maximal ideal of A K is of the ,form (X, - a,, . . . . X, - a,), 
with (a,, . . . . ad) E K, 
(iv) A, is ,flat over the henselization A of A at A,; 
(v) A, is a regular extension of A. 
(vi) I f  moreover K is polynomially convex, then A is dense in A, with 
respect to the uniform norm. 
Proof Parts (i) and (iii) are well known; cf. [Za, Theorem 4.10, 
Corollary 4.91 or [Si] for (i), and [Za; Theorem 4.21 for (iii). By (i) and 
(iii), each maximal ideal is generated by a system of parameters, so (ii) 
follows by [Ma, 12.51. Part (vi) is also well known [Hr, Theorem 2.7.71. 
To prove (iv), we have to show that for every maximal ideal m of A,, 
(AK),,, is flat over Arnnd. Let (qm be the m-adic completion of (AK),,,. 
Since (x is faithfully flat over (AK),,, (by [Ma, 23.Ld), it suffices to 
prove that (w‘, is flat over A,,,,,, [Ma, 4.B]. Since A” is a union of etale 
extensions of A, it suffices to prove that (a is flat over B, n B for every 
Ctale extension B of A contained in A,. By translation and (iii) we 
may suppose that m = (X, , . . . . X,). Then (z = C[ [X, , . . . . X,] 1, since 
(AK)/mk=C[X,, . . . . X,1/(X,, . . . . X,)k. Let Ah be the henselization of the 
local ring A(xI,...,x,I. Since A c Bc A, and B is etale over A, it follows that 
BcAh and so Ah is also the henselization of BmnB [Grl, 17.3.41. Hence 
Ah is flat over BmnB. Since C[[X,, . . . . X,]] is flat over Ah, we obtain that 
C[[X,, . . . . A’,]] is flat over BmnB. 
By [Grl, 7.3.2(c’)], in order to show (v) it suffices to prove that (AK),,, 
is regular over A,,, n A for every maximal ideal m of A,. By the previous 
paragraph, (x = A ,,, n A, and so (x is regular over the excellent ring 
A mOA. The result now follows using [Ma, 33.B(ii)]. 1 
As a result we have 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let K be a compact connected polynomially convex 
Stein subset of C* with non-empty interior and satisfying the hypotheses of 
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4.6 (e.g., a polydisc or a ball), and let A, be the ring of germs of analytic 
functions on K, viewed as an extension of A = C[X,, X,]. Then the exten- 
sion A c A, is regular, by 4.6(v), and A, is normal since it is regular by 
4.6(ii). Also, 2 is a quasi-completion of A under the uniform norm by 
4.6(vi), and every uniform norm satisfies condition (S). Every height 2 
prime m c A, is maximal, by 4.6(i), and thus is of the form 
(X, -a,, X,-a>) for a~ K, by 4.6(iii). Hence m is the extension of the 
height 2 prime ideal (X, -a,, X, - az) of A, having the same residue field 
(viz. C). Thus the hypotheses of 4.4 are satisfied, and hence approximation 
holds for the extension 2 c A,. 
Next, we show that certain hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 cannot be 
dropped. 
COUNTEREXAMPLES 4.8. (a) Theorem 4.4 assumed that A c A is flat, 
and in Theorem 1.1 this condition is automatic. But consider the following 
counterexample, in which A c A is not flat. Namely, let A = Q[s, t], and 
define the norm on A by Ilf(s, r)li = Ilf(~(t), t)lit, where p(r) = I,“=, t”! E 
Q[[t]] and where /I.lj, is the t-adic norm on Q[[t]]. Then the //.I/- 
completion A of A is isomorphic to Q[ [ t]], and the inclusion A 4 A is 
given byf(s, t) ~f(~(t), t). If this extension were flat, then as observed in 
the proof of Theorem 4.4, it would follow that the contraction of every 
height 1 prime is of height at most 1. But the contraction of (t) c Q[ [ t]] 
is (s, t) c Q[s, t]. So the extension is not flat. Also, the extension 2 c A 
does not satisfy approximation. For if it did, then A’ would be algebraically 
closed in A. But s/t is an element of A (viz. p(t)/t) which is algebraic over 
A yet lies in no etale extension R of A contained in 2. (For otherwise, the 
image of the etale morphism 7~: Spec R -+ Spec A is an open subset of A 
contained in the image of Spec A[s/t] + Spec A. This latter image consists 
of the locus of (t#O) together with the origin s= t =O. Thus the image of 
rc is disjoint from the locus of (t = 0). Hence t lies in no maximal ideal of 
R, and so l/t~ R ~2, a contradiction.) Thus the flatness assumption 
cannot simply be dropped from the statement of 4.4. 
(b) It is also necessary to assume that A is Noetherian. For example, 
let A = C[t] under the uniform norm on the disc /tl < 1 and let 
A = C, [[t]] be the completion of A. Thus A is the disc algebra, which is 
not Noetherian (inasmuch as it contains non-linitely generated ideals; cf. 
[Ho]). The henselization ofA at Ais the ringA=C,[[t]]h=C,+[[t]]h. 
The equation X2 = 1 - t has a solution in 2, but not in d, and so 
approximation does not hold. (This does leave open the question, essen- 
tially posed by van den Dries in [vdD2, Sect. 21, of whether A’ c A 
satisfies approximation, where A’ is the algebraic closure of A in A.) 
Note that since a similar counterexample can be found for the extension 
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Z,,z[[t]]“~Z,~2[[t]] (viz. X’= 1 -2t), it follows that Z,,,[[t]] is not 
Noetherian. 
On the other hand it is unclear whether the assumptions in 4.4 on height 
2 primes and condition (S) are necessary. 
Next, we show (using Corollary 3.7) that an approximation result holds 
for higher-dimensional polydiscs, provided that an assumption is made 
about isolated singularities. Before stating the result (Theorem 4.10), we fix 
notation and prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let P he u closed polydisc in C“, say P = {x = (x, , . . . . xJ) E 
C”: 1.~~1 6r,, . . . . /xdj <r,,}. Let v<d, andfor i= 1, . . . . v let g,(X,)EC[Xi]. 
Suppose ,for each i that the roots qf g,(X,) have absolute value less than ri. 
Then the ideal (g,(X,), . . . . g,,(X,,)) A, satisfies the Artin-Rees property with 
respect to the uniform norm II.11 on P. 
ProoJ Let B= (-x = (-K,, . . . . x,,) E C”: [xi1 = r, for i= 1, . . . . d}. From the 
maximum modulus principle, it follows that for all ,f E A p, 
(1) Il.fll = wil.f(-XII: -xE BI. 
We may assume that the g, are manic. For 1 d i< v, write g,(X,) = 
fly:, (Xi-cc,,,). Hence Ic(,,,I<ri. Let q=min{ri-la,,,]: all i,j), which 
is positive. For any ,f e A,, ll(*~, -%,)fll >suP.rtB lb,- k,,)fb)l 2 
(r,-l~i.il)su~~iEslf(.~)l. So by (11, 
(2) ll(Xi-%,).fll 2vllfll. 
It is clear that repeated use of (2) proves the lemma for d = 1. We will 
prove the lemma by induction on d. 
Suppose that 
(3) f(x,, . . . . XJ E (g,(X, 1, . . . . g,.W,)) A,, with II .f II < 6. 
We can write f‘(X) = ,f( a ,, , , X2, . . . . X,1+ (Xl -~I,l).fl(X), with,f,(WEA.. 
Set 4, =.f(~l,l, X2, . . . . Xc,). Then lIholl d llfll < 6. Hence II@‘, -u,,, 1 .f,(J’ll 
< 2ll.fll < 26. Thus (2) implies that Iif, II < 26/v. Continuing in this way we 
obtain 
(4) .f(x) = h,,(X,> . ..> xc,) + f-x, -x,,,)h,(X,> . ..> x,i) + (x,-a,.,). 
t-x, -a,,*) h,(X,, . ..> J-J+ ... +(x1-a,.,)...(~, -a,,,,, 1) k,,-d&r ...> xc,) 
+ g, WI ) .fn,(Xl > ‘.‘9 X,). 
Here h,,J;,,cAp, where h, does not depend on X,. Also, 
(5) llhill <(2/qY6, for Odj<n,- 1, 
and 
(6) Il.f;,,II < (Vrl)” 6. 
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To prove the lemma it now suffices to show that 
(7) h,(X,, ..., Xd)~(g2(XZ),..., s,O,.)), for 06j6nl-1, 
because then the lemma follows from the inductive hypothesis, (5), and (6). 
From (3) and (4) it follows that 
(8) ho@-,, . . . . X,) + (x,-a,,,) h,(X,, . . . . X,) + .‘. + (xl-a,,,)~.. 
(x1 - a,,,,, - I) h,,, ~ ,(X,7 ‘.., Xd) E k,Gf,), ...Y g,,(X,,)). 
We will prove that (8) implies (7) by induction on n, = deg g,. Since 
g,(cc,.,)=O, putting X,=cc,., in (8) yields h,(X, ,..., Xd)~(g2(XZ) ,..., 
g,.(X,,)). Hence b-a,,,)Ch,(X2, . . . . Xc,)+ ... +(.~l-a,,Z)...(~l-aI,n,~I). 
h ,1, I (J-2 3 ...2 X,)1 =al(W sl(XI) + dJ7 g2(Xz) + ... + a,.(W g,(X,), for 
some a,EA,. Write a,(X)=a,(a ,,,, X, ,..., X,)+(X,--a,,,)b,(X), for 
2<idv, with ~,(X)EA~. Then we obtain [h,(X,, . . . . X,)+ . . . + 
(x1 -al.d...(xl -al.n,-1 )h,,,-lW~T -, X,)1 = dJ3 gI(XIMX, -a~,)+ 
CJc2 ai gj(Xj) + NX,, . . . . X,)/(X, -a,,,), where R(X,, . . . . X~)EA~ 
does not depend on X,. Hence R(X2, . . . . X,) = 0, since it is divisible by 
X, - a ,,, Thus (7) follows from (8) by induction on n, = deg g,. This 
proves the lemma. 1 
Now for any closed polydisc P c C’, we may consider the ring A, of 
analytic functions on (a neighborhood of) P, which under the uniform 
norm 11. I/ is a quasi-completion of A = C[X,, . . . . X,]. Suppose that 
f,, . . . . fm E A[ Y,, . . . . Y,,], and that y,, . . . . Y,~ E A, satisfy .f(y) = 0. Let 
B = A PC Y]/(f ), let Jc B be an ideal defining the singular locus of Spec B 
over Spec A,, and let 7 be the image of J in B/( Y - ,I’). (For example, we 
may let J be the extension to B of an ideal of A[ Y]/(f) defining the 
singular locus of that ring over A, because A, is flat over A; cf. [Grl, 
17.7.11.) We say that the system f has an isolated singularity at y if J has 
height > d in A,i.e., if ht J= d or else 7 is the unit ideal (in which case 
there is actually no singularity at j). 
We then obtain the following approximation result for polydiscs in Cd: 
THEOREM 4.10. Let P c Cd be a closed polydisc, and A, the ring of 
analytic functions on P, with uniform norm (1. (1. Let A” be the henselization 
of A = C[X,, . . . . -7(d] at A,. Let f,, . . . . f, E A[ Y,, . . . . Y,], and let j,, . . . . j, 
be elements of A, satisfying f(y) = 0. Suppose that f has an isolated 
singularity at j. Then for every E > 0 there exists y E A”” such that f(y) = 0 
and 1) y - jll < E. 
Proof: Let d,, . . . . d,, E A[ Y] generate an ideal defining the singular locus 
of A [ Y]/(f) over A, and let .I c B be the extension of this ideal to B. Since 
A, is a Noetherian ring of dimension d, the ideal Jc A, considered above, 
which has height > d, contains the product of some finite set of maximal 
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ideals m,, m2, . . . . m, of A,. Thus by Proposition 4.6(iii) there exist 
a, = (a,, j, ..‘, Ed,, )EP, for 1 <j<j, such that 
t,:= h (xi-a,,,)EJ=(d,(y) ,..., d,,(jq)A. 
/=I 
for i= 1, . . . . d. Without loss of generality, we may assume that none of the 
aj lie on the boundary of P. Indeed we can always replace P by a slightly 
larger polydisc. From Lemma 4.9 it now follows that the ideals 
us, tf+ ,, . . . . t,“) of A, satisfy the Artin-Rees property for every integer 
S > 0. So by Lemma 3.3, t, , . . . . t, is an AR-sequence. Moreover it is clear 
that A is (tl , . . . . t,)-adically dense in A,. Also, A, is flat over A, by 4.6(iv). 
The theorem now follows from Corollary 3.7. 1 
Related to the notion of approximation is that of specialization-i.e., 
whether any system of equations with a solution in an overring also has a 
solution in the given ring. For normed rings, this is a priori a weaker con- 
dition than approximation (although in some cases, e.g., rings under an 
adic norm, it is actually equivalent). Above, we considered examples of 
approximation for rings of functions on closed domains. But if instead we 
consider open domains, then even specialization fails. Namely, the open 
analogs of Examples 4.5(c) and (d) have the following counterexamples: 
COUNTEREXAMPLES 4.11. (a) Let A = Z[t] and let A= Z{ t}, the ring 
of elements of Z[ [ t] ] which converge on 1 tI < 1. The algebraic closure 
of A in A (which is also the henselization of A at 2) is 
A’= Z[t, (1 - fn))‘: n = 1,2, . ..I. by [Hal, Theorem 3.51. Now consider the 
equation (2 + Xt)(3 + Yt) = 6 - t. This has a solution (x, y) in A, but has 
no solution in A. For details, cf. the remark after [Ha2, Theorem 2.51. 
(b) (This example was suggested by M. Gromov). Let A = C[t] and 
A= C(t}, the ring of holomorphic functions on the disc D: ItI < 1. Let A” 
be the algebraic closure of A in 2. Let C be a smooth complete curve lying 
in the complex projective plane and having genus at least 2. Thus C is 
given by a homogeneous polynomial g(X,,, Xi, X,) = 0. Since the genus is 
at least 2, the universal covering space is the open disc D, and there is a 
covering map Z: D -+ C, which is holomorphic. The affine coordinate func- 
tions X,/X, determine meromorphic functions (X,/X,) 0 7( on D, and any 
such function is the ratio of two holomorphic functions. So there exist 
holomorphic functions go, 8,) 8,: D + C such that 71: D -+ C is given by 
n(t)= (e,(t) : Q,(t) : O,(t)). Thus g(O,(t), 0,(t), e,(t)) =O. By bringing out a 
common factor we may suppose that the Bi do not simultaneously vanish 
at 0; so say e,(o) # 0. 
Now let hi=ej(0) and c,=e;(O). Thus e,(t) = h,+ c,t + t28,(t), where 
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8,(t)~6. Consider the equation g(b,+c,t+t*X,, b, +clt+t2X,, b,+ 
c2 t + t2X,) = 0. Then 8,,, 4,) t?, E A provide a solution to this equation. We 
now show that there is no solution to this system in A. For suppose there 
were, say $,, ~,,~,E~. Let ~,(t)=bi+c,t+t2rj,(t). Thus g(qO, q,, yl,)=O, 
q,(O) = S,(O), q:(O) = Q;(O). Let pi: D + C be the holomorphic map given 
by w(t)= (q,(t) : qr(t) : v2(t)). Thus u(O)= n(O). Since D is simply 
connected and rr is a covering map, there is an induced holomorphic 
function f: D + D such that 
D/D 
with f(0) = 0. Thus for i= 1,2, qi(t)/qO(t) = Q,(j(t))/f?,(f(t)). Differentiat- 
ing, we obtain (u]Jq,)’ (0) = (0,/e,)’ (0) .f’(O). Meanwhile, (qi/qO)’ (0) = 
(0J0,)’ (0) using the quotient rule for differentiation and the facts that vi, 
oi have the same values and derivatives at 0. Also, since 71 is unramified at 
0 (being a covering map), (0,/0,)’ (0) #O for i= 1 or for i= 2. Thus 
f’(0) = 1. But by the Schwarz Lemma, any holomorphic function f: D -+ D 
satisfying f(0) = 0, f’(O) = 1 must be the identity function. Thus u’ = n, and 
in particular M: is infinite-to-one. This contradicts the fact that M’ is 
algebraic. 
We conclude with a normed analog of the discussion at the end of 
Section 1, where it was observed that in the I-adic case, certain properties 
of K can be shown to descend to 1, even without invoking approximation. 
Here we show corresponding results for rings with more general norms. We 
consider “generalized Zariski rings” A, i.e., normed rings A such that 
every element a with lla - 1 )/ < 1 is invertible. (Z) 
The only approximation needed will be for equations arising from matrix 
products. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let A c A be a Jlat extension of normed domains, 
such that A satisfies (Z) and A is dense in A. Let E be a finitely generated 
A-module. If i?= E @A 2 is a free A-module, then E is a free .4-module. 
Proof According to Lemma 3.1, 2 is faithfully flat over A, so we may 
regard E as contained in i?. Let x,, . . . . x, be generators for E over A, and 
let PI, . . . . jn be a basis for E over 2. Thus there exist elements Uii, fijj E 2 
(1 didn, 1 <j,<m) such that 
I’, = c iijjx;, x, = c Vjzjr. 
I , 
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Thus the n x m matrix D= (z?,,) and the m x n matrix p= (6,;) satisfy 
m= 1, where 1 is the n x n identity matrix. Observe that there is an E > 0 
such that any n x n matrix W, for which the entries of W- 1 have norm 
less than E, is invertible over any ring satisfying (Z). So choosing U;~E A 
sufficiently close to U,,, we obtain a matrix U = (u,,) such that I?‘= Up is 
invertible over A. Set JJ, = xi u,,x,. Thus 4’; = Ck G,k jk, where l?‘= (\G,j), 
and so x, = C, S,y,, where VW ~-’ = S= (s/,). The elements y,, . . . . J’,! thus 
span the free rank n A-module i?, and so are a basis for E over A. In par- 
ticular, J, , . . . . I’,, are linearly independent over A, and hence over A. They 
thus span a free rank n sub-A-module F of E. Since .xi = 1, S,y, in E, the 
natural map X: F+ E induces a surjection 6: F= FO, A+ E. Since M is 
injective and 2 is flat over A, it follows that Cc is an isomorphism. But A 
is faithfully flat over A, by Lemma 3.1. So M is itself an isomorphism, and 
thus E= F is a free A-module with basis J,, . . . . I’,,. fl 
COROLLARY 4.13. Let A c ,? be as above. If IC A is an ideal such that 
I2 c A is principal, then I is itself principal. 
Proof Set E = Z in Proposition 4.12, and use faithful flatness to view 
Z‘J=Z@,A. 1 
COROLLARY 4.14. Let A c 2 be as above. 
(a) [f 1 is a Krull domain, then so is A. 
(b) If A is,factorial, then so is A. 
(c) If every ,finitely generated projective module over 2 is free, then 
the same is true over A. 
Proqf. (a) First note that A = An (frac A). Namely, let XE An 
(frac A), and write x = r/s, with r, s E A. Thus A + xA z (A @ A)/ 
{(u, u) 1 ur + us = 0}, and similarly for A + xA. So the inclusion A 4 A + xA 
of A-modules becomes an isomorphism upon tensoring with the faithfully 
flat A-algebra A. Thus it was already an isomorphism, so that x E A. 
Thus A is a Krull domain, by [Bo, VII 2.3 Example 41. 
(b) By definition, a domain is factorial if and only if it is a Krull 
domain all of whose divisorial ideals are principal. So by part (a), A is a 
Krull domain. Let Zc A be a divisorial ideal. Then 12 is a divisorial ideal 
of 2, by [Bo, VII 1.10 Proposition 151, and hence ZA is principal. Thus I 
is principal, by Corollary 4.13. 
(c) This is immediate from Proposition 4.12, and the fact that if E is 
a finitely generated projective A-module (say EO FZT A”) then E= EOa A 
is a finitely generated projective A-module (with E@Fz A”, where 
F=F@,A). 1 
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EXAMPLE 4.15. (a) Let A = C[X,, . . . . X,,], under the uniform norm on 
the polydisc P: IlX,l[ d ri (where ri> 0), and let A, be the ring of 
holomorphic functions C, + [ [X, , . . . . X,]] on this polydisc. Every finitely 
generated projective A.-module A4 is free, since (by 4.6) each M induces a 
vector bundle over the polydisc P, whose trivialization provides a basis of 
sections. Hence the same is true over A$, the henselization of A at A,. 
(Here we use the fact that A, is flat over Ahp; cf. Proposition4.6(iv).) We 
can interpret this result as saying that an algebraic vector bundle over P 
is algebraically trivial. 
Also, A, is regular by 4.6(ii), so it follows by the above that A, is 
factorial. (Namely, by regularity, any height 1 prime p is locally principal 
at any maximal ideal of A,, hence p is locally free of rank 1 as an 
A,-module; so p is projective and thus free of rank 1, and hence principal.) 
Thus A”, is also factorial. 
(b) We may consider the real analog of (a). Namely, let B = 
RCX, , . . . . X,], B=R[[X ,,..., X,]], B,=BnA., and let B”, be the 
henselization of B at B,. We claim that (Ap)h n l? = (Bp)h. Namely, if e is 
in the intersection, then e lies in an Ctale extension E of A contained in A,. 
Let 0 be the B-automorphism of 2 induced by complex conjugation, and 
let E’ be the compositum of E and c(E) in a. Since E is unramified over 
A, it follows that A OA o(E) is unramilied over o(E), and hence E’ (whose 
module of relative differentials is a quotient of that of E@, a(E)) is also 
unramilied over a(E). Thus E’ is unramilied over A. Since E’ contains A 
and A is a normal domain, it follows by [MI, Theorem 3.201 that E’ is 
etale over A. So replacing E by E’, we may assume that E is invariant 
under (T. Let E, consist of the elements of E which are fixed by cr. Then E 
is a degree 2 Galois (unramified) extension of E,, so that E = Es[i] = 
E, @ R C. Thus E, is Ctale over B. Also, e E E, c & So e is indeed in the 
right hand side. The other containment is clear, and this proves the claim. 
Now A, = B,@, C and A”, = Bh,@, C, as can be seen from the fact that 
if Ca,X’EAhp then z(Rea,)X’~Bh,, since Re aj= (aj+ ti,)/2. So A”, is 
faithfully flat over B”, [Bo, I, 3.4, Proposition 53. Thus, since A,, is flat 
over Ahp, B, is flat over Bh, [Bo, I, 3.4, Proposition 63. Also, every finitely 
generated projective BP-module N is free. (Namely, let M be the induced 
A.-module, say with basis s,, . . . . s,, and with involution i over B, induced 
by complex conjugation. Then tj = (s, + i(s,))/2 (j = 1, . . . . m) span N, and 
hence are a basis.) So the same is true over Bhp. 
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